races of men," the object of which was not so much to state an acknowledged fact?that the jaws of civilized men are more contracted than those of semi-barbarous races, but to prove that this result was owing to a direct violation of the Creator's laws, who willed that the brain and nervous system of the growing child should not be overtaxed, and that the dental process of attempting to build up the organic instruments and cultivate the mental faculties at the same time, is a matter almost impossible to accomplish. We cannot serve two masters, if the organic laws essential to develop the vegetative functions are to be energetic and do their labor perfectly, the organs must not be deprived of the vis nervosa, so essential to give tone and activity to those important instruments of health and bodily vigor: and it is just because this vis nervosa is too early appropriated by the cerebral organs (by which it is elaborated) for the purpose of systematic mental culture, that the functions of digestion and assimilation are interfered with, and the various 19*
Such a student, is indeed to be pitied. For taking food after the health-destroying process, converts that which would furnish the material for normal secretions, is converted into a poison, and then when healthy blood is thus denied for the vigor and growth of the body?to aggravate the evil, immediately after such meal made to con over lessons until the head aches, and a moral nausea is experienced for these forced tasks. The skin, before the afternoon lessons are over, becomes dry and feverish, the temples throb, and then the poor child has another meal, suffers from fullness and acidity, and in this condition, pale and jaded, goes to bed, "To sleep, perchance to dream," and after a restless night, to awaken in the morning still to be haunted with the merely mechanical lessons, to which he hurriedly applies before breakfast, which being swallowed rather than masticated, the poor little creature prepares for school, when he enters with trepidation, (for his imperfect digestion will produce by reflex action, a palpitation of the heart,) and which increases when the pedagogue summons the class, and with an unsteady step and paled face he totters up for the dreaded examination.
The repetition of these evils take place day by day, and then it is marvelled at that there should be torpid livers, weak digestions, flabby muscles, and ill-formed mouths, did not the experience of the dentist give wholesale proof of the verity of these Whilst music, music, music, is interspersed on the pretence of practicing for the master, and thus the.nervous system is indeed
